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Chair	Biographies

Niharika Goyal
Hi Delegates, I hope everyone's keeping positive and 
testing negative! My name is Niharika, and I am a first-
year Law student at LSE. I've been a part of the Singa-
pore MUN circuit for the last five years, and I am stoked 
to start in London! Fully aware of UNSC's notoriety as 
one of the most challenging committees, I assure you 
that we will have a fantastic time together (despite Co-
vid). When not involved in a MUN, I regularly watch foot-
ball (Bayern fan, Mia San Mia) and waste my time learn-
ing TikTok dances. I hope that everyone has a great time 
at YouthMUN 2021 and I'm so excited to see you all!

Seann Lin
Hi everyone! My name is Seann Lin and I'll be the 
deputy chair for the Security Council at YouthMun 
this year. I'm a first-year student from Hong Kong 
studying BSc Politics and International Relations. 
I've been involved in MUN for close to 5 years 
now, attending numerous conferences both local 
and abroad. I've learnt so much during my time as 
a delegate, and hopefully I'll be able to put those 
things to good use as your chair and assist you in 
having a memorable conference. In my free time, I 
enjoy playing football, and am also an avid For-
mula 1 fan. I look forward to meeting you all soon!
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Letter	from	the	Chairs
Dear Delegates,

The United Nations Security Council (UNSC) is one of the six main organs of the United Na-
tions, as established by the United Nations Charter. There are 15 members of the security 
council: 5 Permanent Members (China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, the United 
States of America) and 10 non-permanent members who are elected to serve 2-year 
terms. These memberships ensure equitable representation by dividing countries into 
groups along geographical lines which govern the election process.

The UNSC’s primary responsibility lies in maintaining international peace and security, 
hence a meeting is convened whenever a threat to the same is detected. The Security 
Council is often considered the most powerful organ of the United Nations being the only 
UN chamber with the authority to produce legally binding documents: while all other or-
gans make recommendations, member states of the UN are obliged to implement the deci-
sions and directives of the UNSC. Failure to do so often results in consequences detrimen-
tal to the nation’s well being which hence acts as an incentive for states to oblige. These 
measures may range from economic sanctions to direct military action, though the latter is 
rather uncommon.

One of the most commonly implemented solutions by the UNSC is the stationing of 
peacekeepers in conflict ridden zones. During Model UNs, delegates are often tempted to 
resort to this solution as an easy way out, however, it is imperative that delegates deeply 
consider the associated side-effects that accompany this solution. It is also crucial for dele-
gates to contextualise any solutions to the specific issues and learn from previous in-
stances of implementation in similar conflicts/situations before putting this solution down 
in a legally binding document. Another ‘solution’ often considered by delegates is the im-
position of economic sanctions. These are generally looked upon as harsh punishments 
rather than solutions, hence, very similar considerations follow.

Overall, the UNSC is a body with strong and binding authority. As delegates of this 
committee, a cliche, yet apt, dictum to keep in mind at all times would be: “With great 
power, comes great responsibility”

Best of luck, delegates,

Niharika Goyal (goyalniharika02@gmail.com) 

Seann Lin (s.p.lin@lse.ac.uk)
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Introduction	 	 	 	

The South China Sea is a 3.7 million square kilometres body located in the Pacific Ocean. 
Several countries including China, Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, 
and Vietnam have laid claim on this resource-rich repository, which reportedly harbours 11 
billion barrels of untapped oil, 190 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and rich fishing areas. 
The sea also lies between the Pacific and Indian Ocean connecting several principal mar-
kets. This makes the territory hotly sought after. Key regions in the territory include Paracel 
Islands, Spratly Islands and the Scarborough Shoal.

Figure 1: Territorial Claims in South China Sea

 Key	Terms	&	Definitions			 	

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)

UNCLOS is an international agreement that sets out the rules and guidelines regarding gov-
ernance of oceans. The framework addresses economic activities, management of natural 
resources, as well as environmental concerns. It also establishes the International Tribunal 
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the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) to arbitrate disputes.

All countries involved in this conflict are party to UNCLOS.

Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)

Established by UNCLOS, this concept attributes special rights regarding exploration and 
exploitation of marine resources in zones that stretch until 200 nautical miles from the 
baseline of coastal countries. It is also known that the continental shelf.

Nine Dash Line

This was a line created after World War II  in 1947, which gives China control of the 
Paracel Islands, Spratly Islands, and others. The nine dash line appears to encompass the 
entirety of the South China Sea. This forms the basis of China’s claim over the South 
China Sea.

Principle of Transit Passage

The principle of transit passage is codified under the UNCLOS. 

“Transit passage means the exercise in accordance with this Part of the freedom of naviga-
tion and overflight solely for the purpose of continuous and expeditious transit of the strait 
between one part of the high seas or an exclusive economic zone and another part of the 
high seas or an exclusive economic zone. However, the requirement of continuous and ex-
peditious transit does not preclude passage through the strait for the purpose of entering, 
leaving or returning from a State bordering the strait, subject to the conditions of entry to 
that State.”

Freedom of the High Seas

This principle states that the high seas are open to all states, as long as certain rules and 
conditions are followed.

Introduction	to	the	Topic
Chinese authorities contend that the disputed territory has been a part of China since 
1947 in light of the Nine Dash Line– claims that are mirrored by Taiwanese authorities. Viet-
nam contests this account by presenting documents to validate that the Paracels and 
Spratly Islands were under Vietnamese control since the 17th century. This territorial dis-
pute dates back to pre-WWII when claims were made by France, China, Vietnam and Ja
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pan. During the War, Japan took control of the two key islands for military use; hence took 
de-facto control of the entire territory. In 1947 (Post WWII), Japan was forced to return the 
Islands and the Nine Dash Line was established, transferring control to China. In 1982, 
with the ratification of the UNCLOS, several former rules of the seas were changed and 
China’s claims no longer aligned with the new rules. Furthermore, the Philippines, Malaysia 
and Brunei also registered fresh claims to territory in the South China Sea due to geo-
graphical proximity that qualifies parts of the region to fall into their EEZs. A combination 
of historical claims and claims under the UNCLOS have led to an escalation of the scale of 
this territorial dispute that remains unsolved to this date.

This conflict is further complicated by a face-off of political ideologies of China and the 
United States of America. China advocates that foreign militaries must not be allowed to 
conduct any activities in its EEZ (which, it claims, includes the disputed territory). On the 
other hand, the United States promotes free movement through the seas without a need to 
notify every country when accessing their territory. Pursuant to this view, US has con-
ducted several Freedom of Navigation operations in the South China Sea; China has re-
peatedly criticised the United States for acting “provocatively”.

Evidently, the involvement of numerous parties with increasingly aggressive stances has 
led to a rapid militarization of the zone. The infographic below conveys this information par-
tially.

	 	 	

Figure 2: Comparative Combatant Fleets of Countries Present in the Disputed 
Territories Produced by United States Department of Defense’s Asia-Pacific Maritime 

Security Strategy
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Any arbitration or dispute resolution methods insofar have failed to yield concrete results. 
Most notably, the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS) convened an arbitra-
tion tribunal in July 2016 to adjudicate on Philippines’ claims against China. The tribunal 
ruled against China on nearly all maritime claims brought by the Philippines but did not 
clarify the ownership or delimit boundaries of the territory. Despite being party to UN-
CLOS, China refused to recognise the tribunal’s findings and has continued to pervade the 
disputed waters.

Past	UN	Involvement	and	Resolutions
• Declaration of the Government of the People’s Republic of China on China’s Territorial 

Sea, 4 September, 1958

• United Nation Convention on the law of the Seas (UNCLOS), 10 December 1982

• Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea, 4 November 2002

• Oceans and the law of the sea, 5 April 2012 (A/RES/66/231)

• Oceans and the law of the sea adopted in November 2012, 29 January 2013 (A/RES/67/
5)

• Implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace, 9 December 
2013 (A/RES/68/24)

• Oceans and the law of the sea, 27 February 2014 (A/RES/68/70)

Key	Clashes	and	History
ITLOS Arbitration

As mentioned above, the Philippines convened an arbitration tribunal under Annex VII to 
the UNCLOS to adjudicate on Chinese claims and actions in the disputed waters. The tri

bunal ruled China may not use the Nine Dash Line argument to lay historic claims to the 
South China Sea. Several involved and allied countries such as Australia, India, Indonesia, 
Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea and Vietnam celebrated the ruling and called on 
all parties to the dispute to respect international law and abide by the ruling. However, 
China has refused to recognise ITLOS’ ruling on the territorial ownership of the South 
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China Sea– declaring it as having “no binding force” (whereas ITLOS rulings are binding on 
all parties to UNCLOS).

Figure 3: Maps Outlining Key Clashes in the South China Sea

Spratly Islands

China has been accused of expanding their control over the region by building three air-
strips on Spratly Island, as well as militarizing Woody Island by sending in naval patrols. In 
response, the US has sent military ships on freedom of navigation operations in the South 
China Sea to promote freedom of passage. Satellite imagery in April 2015 showed China’s 
efforts to reclaim land in the South China Sea by increasing the size of the islands or creat-
ing new ones. China has also warned neighbouring parties against drilling for natural re-
sources, which has limited their freedom to conduct exploration and seismic surveys. In 
response to China’s aggression, countries such as the Philippines and Vietnam have re-
cently purchased military equipment from Japan. 

Figure 4: Satellite Images of the Fiery Cross Reef
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Paracel Islands

The group consists of 130 small islands, surrounded by quality fishing grounds located 
near significant oil and gas reserves. Currently, Taiwan and Vietnam also claim the Paracel 
Islands. In 1974, the dispute over the islands turned into a military conflict, where the 
South Vietnamese navy tried to drive China’s vessels away from the Islands. In 2013, 
China developed a new capital city on Woody Island (one of the disputed islands). There is 
a significant construction of roads, runways, sea ports and schools on reclaimed land, cre-
ating suspicions that the motive for reclaiming land in this area is for military expansion. In 
May 2014, China and Vietnam came into conflict again when their vessels collided near 
the islands after a Vietnamese effort tried to prevent a Chinese oil rig deployment.

Relevant	Stakeholders
China 

China currently has the most control over the South China Sea, as its nine-dash line cov-
ers 90% of the area. It recognises the Declaration of the Conduct of Parties in the South 
China Sea rather than the UNCLOS.
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Philippines 

Philippines believes that China has been unfairly controlling the EEZs belonging to the Phil-
ippines. It has taken China to court regarding the nine-dash line. It is also allied with the 
USA, and renamed the South China Sea to the “West Philippine Sea”.

Vietnam

Conflict has been prominent between Vietnam and China ever since World War Two - Viet-
nam made claims on its territory after the Vietnam War.

The United States of America 

The United States continues to support the freedom of navigation and the securing of sea 
lines of communication (primary maritime routes between ports, used for trade, logistics 
and naval forces, also known as SLOCs). However, its defense treaty with Philippines 
could influence its actions, and a dispute between the USA and Vietnam would also 
threaten its commercial interests. It is not a member of UNCLOS.

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)

ASEAN released the Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea, in the 
hopes of diffusing tensions and fostering communication between the parties involved. 
Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and VIetnam are all countries part of ASEAN.

Timeline	of	the	Issue
Mid 17th Century

French Indochina—Vietnam when it was a colony of France—made claims on the South 
China Sea region. 

December 1947

Nine-dash line is published

December 1952

Japan signs the San Francisco Peace Treaty, returning the Islands to China 

January 1974
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Battle of the Paracel Islands - the war between Vietnam and china, as a result of Vietnam-
ese ships discovering Chinese troops near Paracel Islands 

1994 to present 

China starts building structures on Mischief Reef, which angered the Philippines. More 
structures were built in 1999.

March 2009 

Chinese ships try to block US Navy ships in international waters. 

April 2012

Protests after China arrives and occupies Scarborough Shoal. After a standoff, both sides 
agree to de-escalate, but CHina fails to withdraw their ships. 

May 2014

China installs an oil rig into the waters of Vietnam’s EEZ. Vietnamese and Chinese ships be-
gin ramming each other. Anti-Chinese protests ensue in Vietnam 

December 2014

US releases a statement that the nine-dash line does not comply with the UNCLOS

November 2015

The US released a statement condemning China’s provocative actions in the region. 

July 2016

A tribunal of the Permanent Court of Arbitration rejects Chinese Nine-dash line historical 
claims over South China Sea, ruling in favor of the Philippines. China does not recognize 
the results of the trial. 

Guiding	Questions	for	Debate
1. Is Chinese aggression in the region justified? If not, how can China be persuaded to 

limit their acts of aggression? 
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2. What role do international organisations and coalitions (such as the UN and ASEAN) 
play in facilitating cooperation and dialogue between affected nations? 

3. How can affected parties come to a resolution and resolve this dispute? 

4. What is at stake for the countries involved in the East and South China Sea disputes 
(China, Japan, the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, Taiwan, and Brunei)?

5. What are the United States' interests in the region? How have they shaped U.S. policy 
and security commitments to its allies?

6. What role could Washington play in easing regional tensions and facilitating greater co-
operation among claimants? What role has it played in the past?

7. Are there any UN resolutions which apply to the issue at hand? What are their failures 
and successes? What further is required to definitely resolve this crisis? 

Questions	A	Resolution	Must	Answer
You may refer to these questions in addition to the ones above while drafting resolutions

1. What should be a priority for the UNSC in this region: de-escalation or dispute resolu-
tion? How can these be achieved?

2. In light of the failure of ITLOS Arbitration, which method of dispute resolution should par-
ties use to achieve consensus?

3. How should parties be incentivised to conform to any rulings?

4. Are any parties, particularly China, liable for infringing international law and should they 
be punished? If so, how?

5. Should historical claims take precedence over claims under UNCLOS? How should 
these competing claims be reconciled?

6. Given the long-drawn nature of this conflict, which approach is better suited: carrot or 
stick? How should these be executed? Can both be instated simultaneously? 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